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c. These guidelines do not prescribe detatled format and content of plans and documents
used to apply the ene c6nGpi.-ifiplementing guidelines consistenr with and utillzing to
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o o e. Provision has been made in the guidelines for flexibility in the project planning process.However, the approval processes which are descrlbed are mandatory.
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The body of these guidelines is organized as follows:
A.5 Phase C--Destgn a, Chapter 2 contains a summary description of PPP, philosophical background, procure-ment considerations, and the relationshlp of PPPtothe agency-wide Supponlng Research
and Technology (SRT) and Advanced Mission Study activiry.
b. Chapters 3 through6describe thedivisionofresponsibilites, the content and the approval
process for Phases A, B, C and D.
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c. Appendix A covers consideratlons important to PPP procurement activity.
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6 CHAPTER 2Z SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF PHASEDPROJECT PLANNING (PPP)
.1 BACKGROUND
a. Phased Project Planntng (PPP) is a phased approach to the planning, approval and con-
duct of major research and development activity. This approach was selected because
the development of advanced aeronautical and space hardware systems involves con-
siderable risk and uncertainty--and the greater the degree of technological advance in-
volved, the greater are the risks anduncertainties.Uncertainty with respect to schedules
and resource requirements of on-going projects seriously limits the Agencyts ability to
plan follow-on programs. PPP is directed at increasing the probability of achieving
specified system performance withln origlnal resource and schedule estimates.
b. Regardless of the excellence of the planning there will be unforeseen problems and the
necesslty for changes which could not have been predicted. However, the better the
planning, the fewer should be the number of unforeseen serious problems and required
changes to the original plan. Accordingly, PPP is focused on the planning and definition
phases of activity that precede full scale development and operations, and provides a
disciplined basis for management to (1) evaluate projectplanningeffort at critical points,
(2) be cognizant of and thereby in a position to preserve signlficant future options, and
(3) optimize the pay-off of the effort in relation to other activites and their combined
contributions to overall agency objectives.
c. PPP has been structured to provlde a progressive build-up of knowledge on all aspects
of a proposed project (technical, manpower, funding, operational support, scheduling,
facilities, management, procurement, relationship to the total agency program, etc.).
Thus, the flnal implementation can be undertaken with the confidence that comes from a
fuller understanding of project objectives and requirements.
d. The Administrator has selected four major management decisionpoints within the evolu-
tion of a project which are of speclal significance and importance in the management of
the Agency's program and resources. At these points, consideratlon and actlon by the
Administrator and other senior officials is required. PPP ls designed to provide infor-
mation so that these decisions can be made in the context of the requirements and im-
pllcations of a total project and its relatlonships to other agency program activities and
overall objectives. These decision points areatthosetimes when the sponsorlng Program
Office wlshes to:
(1) initiate the analytical work, on a total-project basis, which is required to establlsh
the overall (not just technical) feasibility of accomplishing a specific project with any
of the approaches or concepts which have been identified by the Advanced Mlssion
Srudy program or other effort, or
(2) engage in an effort of study, preliminary breadboarding and englneering analysis
which wlll select from the feasible approaches, the single project approach to be
followed for the conduct of the proposed project, or
(3) start detailed definition of the project, including prelimlnary design, develop all the
required supporting data and prepare a flrm plan for project development and opera-
tion, or
(4) initiate final design and hardware development, and carry out operations for the
achievement of project objectives.
2
o
e. These decision polnts divide theplanninganddefinitionprocess into three phases followed
by an implementation phase. Under the PPP concept the phases are termed: Phase A -
Preliminary Analysis, Phase B - Definitlon, Phase C - Design. and Phase D - Develop-
ment/Operations. The four phases are fundamental to the PPP concept and clearly evi-
dence the tatentlon and desire of managementtoexpend the necessary time and resources
to fully define the work to be done and to carefully assess its programmatic and man-
agerial implications prior to committing the Agency to implementation of research and
development projects.
2.2 DESCRIPTION OF PHASES
a. PHASEA-PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Phase A is prlmarily an ln-house effort which involves the analysis of alternate overall
!IE!g! approaches or concepts for accomplishing a proposed agency technlcal objective6?hGion. It will identify, from the morepromising concepts which have been examined
in the Advanced Mission Study effort or elsewhere, those project approaches which are
worthy of further refinement. It will identify such project elemenrs as major facilitles,
operational and logistical support, advanced research and advanced technology effort re-
quired to support the proposed project and assist in determining whether the proposed
technical objective or mission is feasible and worthy of further definition. Conrracred
effort is limited to auxiliary studies in support of the in-house activity.
b. PHASEB-DEFINITION
Phase B effort involves detailed study, comparadve analysis and preliminary system
design directed toward facilitating the choice of a slngle project approach from among
the alternate approaches selected through Phase A activity. Also included is the identifi-
cation of facilities, logistics, operatlons, and additionaladvancedtechnology, and advance
development tasks required to support the specific approach selected. The major effort
ls normally accomplished by contractingforstudies. Thesestudles provide data for NASA
in-house analysis which will determine thenatureof the next recommendation go manage-
ment.
c. PHASEC-DESIGN
Phase C effort includes the detailed definition of the final objectives and project concepr.
System design with mockups and test articles of critical systems and subsystems is
undertaken if necessary to help assure that the hardware is wlthin the state-of-the-art,
that the technical milestone schedules and resource estimates for the next phase are
realistic, and that definitive contracts can be negotiated for Phase D Also included is
the identification of alternate or back-up system/subsystem development requirements,
facilities, logistlcs and operational support requirements. A unique feature of this phase
is the provision for addltional work by contractors during the period between submittal
of their reports and Agency action on Phase D. The Phase C contractors are in competi-
tion for the award of thePhaseDcontract. They perform all the work in this phase except
for NASA supporting studies and the in-house effort required to monitor the contractors
and analyze the results.
d. PHASE D - DEVELOPMENT/OPERATIONS
Phase D effort covers final hardware design and development (including alternate and
back-up systems/subsystems), fabrication, test, and project operations. This phase has
the normal balance and composition of contractor/NAsA work associatedwithadevelop-
ment/operadons activity.
o n
Figure 2-1, "Phased Project Plannlng Phase Relationships," in a condensed form relates the
phases and thelr outputs.
2.3 APPLICATION
a. The work content of each of the first three phases is directed toward developlng infor-
matlon needed to support the next major decision. PPP is not a rigid process in which
projects will always proceed from a speciflcally authortzed Phase A through Phases B,
C and D. In certain clrcumstances a proposed new project, or an extension of an existing
project, could begln ar the Phase B, Phase C or Phase D level if the requlred level of
informatlon has been developed through other effort. Management approval to lnltiate
any phase w111 depend on the demonstration to management that the level of information
and planning is commensurate with the phase of effort being proposed.
b. It ls the responsibility of the Program Office proposing project effort in any phase to
demonstrate to the Adminlstrator and other senlor officials that the prerequisite work
has been done, that the decision (or authorization) being requested is clearly and logically
supported by the information in hand, that the objectives are sound and properly supple-
ment the Agencyrs program, and that coordination with other Program and Functional
Offices and field installations has been accomplished to ensure that operational and
managerial aspects of the effort have been adequately assessed.
c. The ppp concept applies to Agency planning, study and design activities (both in-house
and contractual) which have as their end objective, the approval and execution of major
(slgnificant) research or development projects. These neednotbe new projects. The PPP
concept applies equally to major modlfications or extensions of approved projects. When
an experiment is of sufficient magnitude that it has several of the characteristics given
in subparagraph d, it should be handled in the same manner as a project.
d. A major research or development project cannotbedefined in specific terms. Therefore,
a SuOgment mustbemadebytheresponsibleProgram Office and Center operating officlals
as to whether a particular R&D effortshouldbe classtfied as major and therefore subject
to specific approval by the Administrator or hls delegate. Where there is uncertainty on
whether a project should be considered as I'major" the matter should be resolved with
the Administraror or his delegate. A major project normally would have several of the
following cha racteristics :
(l) Require signiflcant Agency resources,throughrun-out,intermsof manpower/funding/
facilities.
(2) Involve important relationshlps with external organizations, the public, or foreign
govenrments.
(3) Usually encompass design, development, fabrication, test and operations.
(4) Require the identificarlon or formation of a special organizational element which would
devote full time to the execution of the effort.
e. Specifically excluded from PPP ts the general sflrdy of possible future missions and
technical or engineering concepts for their execution, which is conducted under the
Advanced Mission Study program. Also excluded is the level-of-effort Supporting Research
and Technology activity. These areas are discussed ln paragraphs 2,5 and 2.6,
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c. SRT tasks which are identified in Phases A, B and C are those which are important to
the success of Phase D actlvify. Accordingly, it is vital that the Project Manager take
all necessary actions required to assure that the SRT tasks are undertaken on a timely
basis. Recognltion must also be given to the responsiblitles which have been assigned to
the Offlce of Advanced Research and Technology and the Office of Space Science and Ap-
plicatlons for the conduct of SRT in specific engineering and scientific desciplines.
Therefore, it will be incumbent on the Project Manager both to identify his SRT require-
ments to the appropriate organization and to assure himself that the requlrements will be
satlsfled. If appropriate, after coordinating his planning with the offices involved, he may
plan to fund speciflc direct support SRTactivityas parr of his project. If the SRT activity
does not provlde him with confidence that the srate-of-technology will support his project
he should change his rechnical approach and plan accordingly.
CHAPTER 3: PHASE A--PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
3.1 OBJECTIVES
phase A is to identify, from the more promislng concepts which have been examined in the
Advanced Mlssion Study effort or elsewhere, those project approaches for accompllshing a
specific NASA objectlve which are considered worthy of further refinement. Further, it is
to provide management with a basis for action on recommendations for follow-on project
activiry.
3.2 PREPARATION AND APPROVAL OF A PHASE A PROJECT PLAN
a. GENERAL
A plan describing a specific Phase A project and how it will be accomplished is a prere-
quiste for approval to proceed with the Phase A activity. The preparation of this plan is
an in-house function using all available dataincludingthose that may have been developed
in Advanced Mission Studies or SRT activity.
b. RESPONSIBILITY
The Program Office which would have cognizance over the proJect durlng subsequent
phases normally will initiate or sponsor a Phase A project and have the responsibility
for having the plan prepared. However, other Program Offices are not precluded from
Phase A project initiation or sponsorship, and in such cases, will have the responsibility
for preparationof theplan. Inthislattercase, an information copy of the plan must be for-
warded to the Program Office whlch would havecognizance over later phases. Except for
unusual cases, the preparation of the plan will be assigned to the Field Center selected for
project management where the work of preparation will be subject to the normal Field
Center/Program Office management relationship.
c. STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF PLAN
The plan will vary with the nature, size and complexity of the project, but it is expected
to have the following general content:
(1) Project Objectives. The objectives of the ultimateprojectshould be stated in terms of
its scientific, technological or operational contribution tooverallagency objectives as
well as to the basic NASA program whlch it supports.
(2) Description. The scope of the activityshouldbeoutlined, including a list of the project
approaches to be examined, prior related studies and the nature of the information to
be developed.
(3) Work Plan. The plan should include an outline of the work statements for suppofting
study contracts (lf required) with schedules, funding levels and anticipated type of
contract. The plan for in-houseactivityisexpectedto cover identlfication of additional
SRT tasks, centers involved, task schedules and manpower levels. Further, on-going
SRT tasks pertinent to the Phase A project should be identified. There should also be
an analysis of possible Phase B procurements to identify the contracted effort envi-
sioned for Phase B.
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(4) Schedules and Resource Requirements. The schedules, resource requirements, funding
level and funding source will be given for the total Phase A project.
(5) Management. The Headquarters and Field Center managementstructurefor the Phase
A project should be outlined, including the Phase A project group with identification of
key personnel, and the reporting and review plans.
d. REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCESS
(1) An annual presentation of the planned Phase A program (in-house and contract) will
be made to the Administrator or his delegate. Additions to or changes in the Phase A
program (in-house and contract) between the annual reviews will be included as an
agenda item in the monthly program reviews for the Administrator.
(2) A blanket Project Approval Document (PAD) for the total Phase A program (in-house
and contract effort) of a Program Office will be approved by the Administrator or his
delegate, with specific Phase A projects ldentified, forinformadon, by attachments to
the blanket PAD. Approval of a specific Phase A project which is totally in-house
rests with the Program, Institutional and/or Field Installation Directors as agreed
upon by these officials. Approval for procurement of supporting contractor effort is
obtained, onthebasisofaPhaseAproject plan, from the sponsoring Program Director
or the Administrator if required because of the funding level involved. Information
copies of all approved Phase A project plans will be distributed to all Program
Directors and appropriate Functional Offices.
(3) Figure 3-1, "Key Procedures forPhaseA," outlinesthe sequence in wl,ich the review,
approval and subsequent activities take place. The detail of the review and approval
functions of the Program, Institutional and Fleld Installation Directors has been
omitted. These matters are within the operating jurlsdiction of the individual Directors.
For the same reason, no intermediate leve1s of review and/ot approval are indicated
between Directors and the Project Managers.
on
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-- Identification of the favorable and unfavorable technical, resource, and policy factors.
-- 
Trade-off analyses to provide a basis for recommendations for follow-on action.
-- Application to, or interface with, on-going or proposed projects.
c. MANAGEMENT
A Phase A project will beundertheoverall direction of the Program Office which had the
responsibility for preparation of the Phase A plan, utilizing the project group established
for this purpose.
d. CONTRACT MONITORING
Technical guidance and monitoring of contractor effort must be of sufficient continuity
and depth to provide a full understanding of the data and conclusions. This will assist in
assuring effective contractor effort as well as expediting analysis of contractor reports
and formulation of the final in-house analytical report.
e, ANALYTICAL REPORT
(1) The in-house analytical report is the document on which the decision for follow-on
activity will be based. It should present the results of the analytical effort in a form
which supports the conclusions and recommendations (technical, management, re-
source, schedule, and policy) which are derived from that effort. The conclusions
must form a logical base for the recommendations. In general, the report is expected
to contain data of the type illustrated by the following list:
- How the project objectives would contrlbute toagency and program objectlves.
- Complete information on each approach studied.
- Preliminary specifications for use in Phase B.
- Comprehensive comparative analysis of alternatives and trade-offs (including re-
source and schedule estimates for the project through completion).
- Identification of Phase B study contracts required.
- Statement of impact on Agency program and resources.
- Identification and plan forimplementingresearchandtechnology tasks critical to the
project.
- Relationship to on-going or proposed projects.
- Conclusions.
- Recommendations.
(2) Recomendations must fall into one of the following categories ; termination or defer-
nqeqt of the project, initiation of further study, initiation of Phase B, or initiation of
Phase C or D if all prerequisite work has been accomplished.
(3) In ttre case of a recommendation for termination or deferment, the actions required
and their implications will be noted. In the case of further study (Advanced Mission
or Phase A) the appropriate planning will be included. A recommendation to skip to
Phase C or D must be fully supported by showing that all prerequisite work has been
completed. A specific recommendation should be accompaniedbythe appropriate plan.
3.3 CONDUCT OF A PHASE A PROJECT
a. GENERAL
Phase A work normally will be ln-house at a Field Center. Contractor effort, if any, is to
be solely in support of the in-house activity. Contracts should cover selected well-defined
portions of the project. Contractors need notbecapable of Phases B, C and D effort.
b. STUDY EFFORT
Regardless of whether the activity is totally in-house or a combination of in-house and
supporting contractor work, the aim and general content of the effort is the same. The
followlng (not a check list) illustrates elements normallyexpected to be coveredfor each
concept under study:
-- Development of project objectives in detail.
-- Assessment of the feasibility of achieving project objectives.
-- Identification of research, advancedtechnologyandotherproject support requirements.
-- Gross hardware requirements andplansforprojectimplementation including manufac-
ruring, test, logistic support, operations, etc.
-- Determination of gross schedule for implementation.
-- Estimates of gross resource requirements (funds, manpower and facilities).
3-2
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(4) In the case of a recommendation to lnltlate Phase B activlty, the plan for phase B
should be prepared ln accordance with paragraphs 4,2a andb.
(5) Study results will be dlssemlnated to directly interested Program and Field Center
Dlrectors. Important comments from these elements will be appended to the report
and clearly keyed to the pertinent sectlons of the report for easy reference. For
example, all statements of SRT requlrements should include the comments of the
cognlzant dlscipline or technology group and all statements of operadons requirements
should include the comments of the group which would provlde the support.
3.4 PROCUREMENT ASPECTS
Procurement conslderations are covered in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 4: PHASE B--DEFINITION
4.1 OB.IECTIVES
The objective of Phase B ls to obtain sufficient informatlon on each alternate overall project
approach selected by Phase A to permit the recommendation of a single approach for the
prospective project. Further, it is to provide management with a basis for action on recom-
mendations for follow-on project activity.
4.2 PREPARATION AND APPROVAL OF A PHASE B PROJECT PLAN
a, RESPONSIBILITY
The Program Office which will have management cognizance over the project during
Phases B, C and D has the responsibility for the preparation of the plan, establishing a
Field Center project group to assist in preparation of the plan, and to assist in present-
ing an oral briefing in conjunction with requestingproject approval from the Administra-
tor or hls delegate. This responsibility also includes coordination with appropriate in-
ternal and external organizations during the development of the plan. In the event of
unresolved differences, these should be identified at the tlme the plan is presented for
approval. Preparation of the plan will be an in-house effort. The services of Field Center
and Headquarters personnel having applicable expertise will be utilized regardless of
administrative affiliation. A copy of the written plan should accompany the Project Ap-
proval Document when it is submitted.
b. STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF PLAN
The plan will vary with the nature, size and complexity of the project, but it should have
the following general content:
(1) Project Objectives. The objectives of the ultimate project should be given in terms of
the scientific, technological or operadonal contribution, and related to the objectives,
schedules and resources of the program which it supports.
(2) Stlfdy Description. The scope of the PhaseBproject effort should be outlined covering
major elements such asdescriptionof thealternatetechnical approaches to be studied,
level of technical reflnement contemplated, refinement of schedules and cost esti-
mates proposed, detail to which management structure is to be deflned, nature of
trade-off analyses to be made, assessment of program/projectrelationships, external
relationships to be examined, etc.
(3) Procurement. A plan for the procurements proposed for Phase B (ref. Appendix A)
and a statement of the procurements anticipated for Phase C are required.
(+) Wg4_IlgL The work plan should include an oudine of the work statements for study
contracts with schedules, funding levels, and content of contract effort, plus the plan
for in-house activity which should includeidentificationofoperations support require-
ments, additional research and advanced technology tasks, Field Centers involved,
schedules, and man-power levels. Further, existing SRT tasks of importance to the
proposed project should be identified. Possible Phase C procurements should also be
examined in order to establish the preferred approach and number of contracts if
implementation of Phase C is recommended and approved.
{,@
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(5) Schedules and Resources. Detailed schedule and resource informatlon should be
identified for Phase B, including the source of funding as well as summary schedules
and gross resource requlrements for the total project.
(6) Management. The management structure for phase B effort should be outlined, in-
cluding the required expansion of the Phase B project group with identification of
key personnel and arrangements for management, reportingandreview. If it appearsprobable that Phase C willbestartedessentiallycontiguous to Phase B, consideradon
should be glven to the formation of a project group which could be expanded to handle
Phases C and D.
c. REVIEW ANDAPPROVAL PROCESS
Figure 4-1 "Key Procedures for Phase 8", outlines the sequence in which the review
and approval activities are tobe accomplished. Shownin the chart are the major reviews
and the initial specific project approval (PAD) which are needed ro proceed wirh the
effort. A separate PAD signed by the Administrator or his delegate will be issued for
each Phase B project. When the proposed project is complex it may be necessary toprepare separate PAD's for discrete elementsof theproject (spacecraft, taunch vehicles,payloads, operations support, etc.) to promote management of the project and provide
adequate visibility for review, assessment and approval. Detail of the review and approval
functions of the Program, Institutional and Field Center Directors has been omitted.
These are matters within the operating jurisdiction of the individual Directors. For the
same reason no intermediate levels of review and/or approval are indicated between
Directors and the Project Managers.
4.3 CONDUCT OF A PHASE B PROJECT
a. GENERAL
The major portion of thePhaseBprojecteffort generally will be contracted by the appro-priate Field Center. Since the intent of that contractor effort is solely to develop infor-
mation for in-house analysis, emphasis must be placed on selecting contractors having
demonstrated study capability in the applicable disciplines. Ir musr also be emphasized
that contractor participation in this phase is not part of the competitlon for a phase D
contract. The in-house Field Center effort is to supplement contractor activity and will
include analysis of all data developed andthepreparation of a report covering the results
of that analysis. Every approach selected through the Phase A effort should be studied
unless data developed since completing Phase A, or other considerations, dictate other-
wise. The in-house project group will monitor and coordinate the contractor and in-
hbuse effort, analyze the results ofthetotalPhase B effort, and prepare the final analyti-
ca1 report which will include their recommendations.
b. PRIME CONTRACTOR EFFORT
(1) The specific study requirements placed on the contractors can vary with the size and
complexity of the proposed project. These factors also determine the nature and
amount of bread-boarding required to support this activity. The following illustrative
list (not a check list) indicates elements normally expected to be covered:
- Refinement of selected alternative concepts.
- Preliminary system design data (including preliminary sysrems specifications).
- Preliminary assessment of manufacturing and testing facilities and techniques.
- Identification of requirements for operational support.
on
(
- System and subsystem design-margins/safety-factor goaIs.
- Preliminary reliability assessment, requirements and plan.
- Preliminary quality assurance requirements and plan.
- 
Preliminary test plan.
- Identification of Advanced Research and Technology, and Advance Development
requirements.
- Configuration management plan.
- Contractor management plan.
- Data management plan.
- Preliminary logistics plan.
- Estimated schedule for total project implementation supported by PERT.
- Contractor procurement planning for Phases C and D.
- Estimates of resource requirements (funds, manpower, facilities).
(2) fne results of contractor studies of the individual approaches will be used for trade-
off analyses to identify the most desirable approach for further project implementa-
tion. This comparative analysis activity is an in-house responsibility and will, to
the extent feasible, rely on in-house effort. Contractor assistance will require ad-
vance approval by the Administrator or his delegate. Contractor selection should then
be made so as not to develop a conflict-of-interest situation without his prior knowl-
edge. (See discusslon of Conflict of Interest, Appendix A, paragraph A.2b(2).)
(3) Each contractor will submit a report giving the results and conclusions on each ap-
proach studied and on trade-off analyses made.
(4) The specific format for the contractorts reportwillbe prescribed by the Field Center
responsible for Phase B. Use of a uniform format for the reporting of study efforts
would assist in utilization of the reported data.
a. IN-HOUSE EFFORT
(1) General. The in-house effort will be undertheoverall direction of the Program Office
having the management responsibility for the projecr. Project responsibility will
generally be assigned to a Field Center by the appropriate Program Director. Where
appropriate, arrangements should be made to utilize the capabilities of other Field
Centers. The in-house analysis effort may be supplemented by supporting contracts
for the study of special aspects of the project.
(2) Contract Monitoring. Technical direction and monitoring of the contractor effort must
be of sufficient continuity and depth to provide a full understanding of the data and
conclusions. This assists inguidingthecontractoreffortas well as expediting analysis
of contractor reports and the formulation of thefinal in-house analytical report.
(3) Technical Effort. This activityincludessuchthingsasselecting preliminary specifica-
tions developed by Phase B activity to assure that they can be met within the state-of-
the-art, mockups and test articles as required, and trade-off analyses of important
segments of the approaches under study.
(4) Analysis and Recommendations
(a) General. The final, and major, technical endeavor is the analysis of the results of
the contractor and in-house work, the writing ofthe analytical report and develop-
ment of recommendations. The importance of thiseffortcannot be overemphasized
because the success of succeeding phases is dependent on the correctness of the
analysis and the accuracy of the report.
I
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(b) Analysis and Review. Under the direction of the responsible Program Office, and
utilizing the appllcable resources of Field Centers, a detailed analysis of the con-
tractor and in-house Phase B effort is requlred. This analytical effort will cul-
minate in an in-house report which analyzes the pertinent data and develops con-
clusions and recommendations for management consideration. The results of the
total Phase B study effortsshouldbeanalyzedto define the project. Included should
be such elements as; available options,howtoachieve the project objectives within
the constraints of current technology, available resources, and realistic schedules.
Consideration must be given to the impact on on-going approved projects and, to
the extent possible, on related interagency and lnternadonal activity.
(c) Analytlcal Report
(i) The in-house analytical report is the document on which the decision for follow-
on actlvity will be based. It should present the results of the analytical effort
in a form which supports the conclusions and recommendatlons (technical,
management, resource, schedule, procurement, political, etc.) which are de-
rived from that effort. The conclusions must logically form the basis for the
recommendations. In general, the report should contain:
- Complete information and preliminary specifications on each approach
studied.
- Comprehensive comparative analysis of the alternative approaches and of
the trade-offs studied (including resource and schedule estimates for the
proj ect through completion).
- Impact of project on Agency and contractor resources.
- If applicable, identification of advanced technology and advance development
tasks critical to the project, with a plan for their accompllshment.
- Conclusions.
- Recommendations.
(ii) Recommendations must fall lnto one of the following categories ; terminatlon
or deferment of the project, inltiation of further study, initiatlon of Phase C,
or initiation of Phase D if prerequisite worFhas been accomplished
(iii) In the case of a recommendation for termination or deferment, the actions
required and thelr implicatlons will be noted. In the case of further study
(Phase B or prior level of activity) the appropriate plannlng will be included.
(iv) Inthe case of recommendation toinitiatePhaseC activity, a planfor Phase C--
prepared in accordance with paragraphs 5.2a, b and c--will accompany the
analytical report and recommendations.
(v) A recommendatlon to sklp to Phase D must be supported by showing that pre-
requisite work has been completed. In addition, the approach to be implemented
should be identified, and the analytical report written so as to fully replace the
Phase C analytical report described in paragraph 5.3c. A plan for Phase D will
accompany the recommendation.
(vi) Study results willbedisseminatedtocognizantProgramand Center Directors of
NASA. Important comments from these other elements will be appended to the
report and clearly keyed to the pertinent sections of the report for easy refer-
ence.
n,(c
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4.4 PROCUREMENT ASPECTS
Special provisions applicable to Phase B contracting are covered in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 5: PHASE C--DES|GN
5.1 OBJECTIVES
5.2
The Phase c project effort isdirectedtowarddefining in detail the project approach selectedthrough the Phase B activity, developing information to assist management in making adecision with respect to proceeding into the hardware phase of the project, and providingthe competition through which the Phase D contractor witt be selected. rne activity also isdirected toward providing assurance that the technical approach is within the state-of-the-art, that schedule and resource estimates for Phase D a; realistic and that the project issufficiently defined to allow the negotlation and award of contracts with incentives whichare as highly motivating as risk and other factors permit.
PREPARATION AND APPROVAL OF A PHASE C PROJECT PLAN
a. REQUEST FOR APPROVAL
As a general ru1e, approval for initiation of Phase C wilt not be requested unless it isreasonably certain that Phase D, project implementation, will follow. The timeliness(in terms of budget and congresslonalproc"s"u";ofa contemplated phase c project mustbe explored with management prior to committing significant agency resources to thepreparadon of the phase C project plan.
b. RESPONSIBILITY
0
The Program office which will have the responsibility for the project through phases cand D has the responsibility for the preparation of the phase c project plan, establishinga Field Center project group to assist in the preparation of the plan and to asslst inpresenting an oral briefing, if required, to the Administrator or his delegate in conjunc-tion with requesttng project approval. The responsibility includes coordination wirh appro-priate lnternal and external organizations duiing the development of the plan. In the eventof unresolved differences' these should be reported to management. This coordinationacdvlty must be undertaken priortothetimethe plan is submltted for approval. prepara-tion of the plan will be an in-house effort. The services of Field center and Headquarterspersonnel having applicable expertise will be utilized regardless of administrative affilia-tion.
c. STRUCTURE AND CONT ENT OF PLAN
The form of the plan follows that of Phase B, but the indivldual sections are developedin greater detail. However, only the project approach selected through the phase B effortwill be treated and the treatment consists t} in-aeptn studies which resul in detaileddefinition of all aspects of the project. specifically, the plan should include the followingelements:
(1) Plgigct oliectives. The objectives of the project should be stared. Normally, theywill be refinements of those stated in the ptrr"u B plan. The reladonship of the ob-jectives to basic NASA programs, missionsandgoals*itt o" given. If there are inter-faces with other projects or programs internal or external to NASA, these should bestated' significant schedule and resource relationships should be included.
(2) 
+gdy+$Ir?qg. The scope of the Phase c acrivity shoutd be outtined covering majorelements such as: descriptions of the technical approach, specifications and the levelof refinement planned; level of detail to be develop"o on design of hardware, supporti$@)
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activity, manpower and costs; expansion of the management and reporting structure;
trade-off analysis planned; assessment to be made of program/project relationships(internal and external); etc.
(3) Procurement. A plan for the procurements proposed for Phase C is required (ref.
Appendix A).
(4) Work Plan The work plan should include: an outline of the work statements for the
two increments of contractor effort, if both are appropriate, (ref. paragraph 5.3) in-
cluding level of mockups and test articles authorized; funding levels and type of con-
tract; an outline of the work plan for in-house activity including identification of
advance development and additional advanced technology tasks; Field Center respon-
sibilities; and schedules and manpower levels. Further, existing SRT tasks important
to the proposed projeet should be identified. As is more fully outlined in Appendix A,
procurement aspects of the projected Phase D effort should be studied in order to
anticipate the contractual arrangements best suited for project implementation.
(5) Schedules and Resources. Detailed information on Phase C schedules and resource
requirements and summary level data for the total project should be presented. The
funding source for Phase C wilt be identified.
(6) Management Structure. The management structure planned for Phase C, proposed
expansion of the project group including identification of key personnel, and reporting
and review plans will be outlined.
d. REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCESS
The sequence of review and approval activities pertinentto Phase C is outlined in Figure
5-1 "Key Procedures - Phase C". The process is essentially the same as that for Phase
B. Each Phase C project will be covered by a separate PAD. In the event it is a complex
project it may be necessarytocoverindividualelements of the project by separate PAD's
to facilitate management of the project and provide adequate visibility for review, assess-
ment and approval. The details of the review and approval process between Program,
Institutional, and Field Center Directors are not treated. These relationships are the
responsibilities of the individual Directors concerned.
o n and schedule and management factors. The following is a representative list (not acheck list) of the type of information to be generated by the prime cofltr&ctors;
- Detailed description of total system.
- 
Engineering analysis of the integrated system to assure compatibility, establish
interface requirements, redundancy, etc.
- Identification of significant end items, hardware, data, facilities and services.
- 
Preliminary engineering design, including prototypes of selected long-lead hard-
ware.
- Preliminary engineering design for suppordng systems and identification of facili-
ties for test and evaluation, transportation, checkout, operations, etc.
- Identification and plan for back-up subsystems development.
- 
Preparation of final contractor end-item specifications.
- 
Preparation of hardware end-item specifications.
- 
Plans for development, management, facilities, manpower, manufacturing, test, pro-
curement, configuration management, logistics, reliability analysis and testing,
quality assurance, etc.
(2) Primary Report and Proposal
(a) Report. Each prime contractor will submit a primary report covering his in-
vestigations and pertinent results. This will be a comprehensive analytical re-port (comparative analysis) upon which he bases his recommendations and pro-
posal for Phase D. It should includer
- complete information on the study effort, including negative results.
- Comprehensive comparative analysis of trade-offs considered.
- Firm recommendations on system and subsystem specifications.
- Preliminary test plans.
- Preliminary operations and support plan.
- PIan for back-up and alternate subsystems development.
- Equipment lists.
(b) Proposal. As part of his primary report, each conrractor will submit a proposalfor implementing Phase D. In addition to the basic technical plan and its direct
support this would include:
- Logistics, reliability, quality, facility, data management, contractor manpower,
and other appropriate plans.
- Schedules and project milestones supported by PERT or other appropriate man-
agement plan for analysis of planning and scheduling.
- Year-by-year and run-out cost projections.
- Contractor management structure.
- Plan for monitoring and control.
- Reporting structure (technical, schedule, resources).
- Detailed cost proposal, including recommended incentive structures.
i
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5.3 CONDUCT OF A PHASE C PROJECT
a. GENERAL
The major portion of the Phase C activity is to be conducted by contractors. The in-house
effort supplements the prime contractor actlvity and can include supporting contracts on
speclal aspects of the proposed project. The in-house effort is directed toward validating
the contractor data, lntegrating all data into a set of final design specifications, support
requirements and plans for implementing the project, and the preparation of a summary
report of the results of the study with an analysis of the data and recommendations for
follow-on action. When appropriate, each prime contractor will develop a work plan for
the period between submission of their primary report and proposal package, and the
Agency actlon regarding follow-on effort (see Appendix A). The project group should
maintain a reasonable level of review and analysis of the contractor effort, in order to
prepare a dmely analytical report and set of recommendations.
b. PRIME CONTRACTOR EFFORT
(1) Study Activity. The scope of work and the objectives are the same for each of the
prime contractors. The specific information required depends upon the project itself,
5-2
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(3) Supplementary Report. If approprtate, the prime contractors ln Phase C will have two
in|lementsents of wortq the flrst is that just deecrlbed. The second lncrement lnvolves
supplemental studles important to the project, but not crltical to the declslon to
undertake Phase D. This activity takes place durlng the perlod between submittal of
the primary report by the prime contractors and the termlnation of Phase C effort.
The results of thls additional study effort should be covered by supplementary re-
ports.
c. IN-HOUSE EFFORT
The ln-house Phase C effort parallels that of Phase B wtth respect to supplemental con-
tracts, contract monltoring, technical activlty, and preparatlon of the analytical report.
In-house activity includes the inltiatlon of the advance development effort by the Project
Manager, development of the work statement for Phase D and the provislon of pertlnent
phase C technical information to the contractors. The analytical report for management
consideratlon should contaln:
- Complete information on the studies made.
- A comprehenslve comparison of study results and contractor recommendations.
- Conclusions covering whether thq project has, in every respect, reached the state of
definltlon required to start Phase D.
- Recommendatlons for the follow-on program--technical, resource' management and
procurement. If the recommendatlon ls for continued study or project terminatlon, the
ratlonale for this judgment w111 be given.
- 
plans for termlnatlon or further implementation of the advanced technology and advance
development effort, if applicable.
- The impact of the recommendatlons on the resources of the Agency and industry (man-
power, facillties).
- The impact of the project on related programs of NASA and other agencies.
- An approprlate plan for the project with thenature of the plan dependlng on whether the
report recommends initiation of Phase D, further study, or termination.
As in the case of Phases A and B, study results will be disseminated to cognlzant Pro-
gram and Field Center Directofs of NASA. Important comments from these elements
should be attached to the report and keyed to the pertinent sectlons for easy reference.
A summary report will be prepared for General Management by the responsible Pro-
gram Office. In general, an oral report would be presented.
5.4 PROCUREMENT ASPECTS
Special procurement aspects are presented ln Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 6z PHASE D--DEVELOPMENT /OPERATIONS
6. 1 OBJECTIVES
The Phase D effort is dlrected toward project lmplementation and operation within the re-
source and schedule estimates, and without degradation of the sclentific and technological
objectives. Included in the effort is final hardwaredesign, development, fabrication, test and
operation.
6.2 PREPARATION AND APPROVAL OF PHASE D PLAN
a. RESPONSIBILITY
The Program Office rhat had responsibility for the project through Phases B and C, will
conduct the Phase D effort. Thisofficehasthe responsibility for preparation of the Phase
D project plan, using the Field Center project group to assist in the preparation of the
plan, and to assist in presentlnganoralbriefing, if required, in conjunction with request-
ing project approval from the Administratororhis delegate. This offlce is also responsi-
ble for the coordlnation of the plan with appropriate internal and external organizations
prior to requesting approval. In the event of significant unresolved differences between
cooperating program groups, these differences should beidentifiedat the time the plan is
presented for approval. Preparation of theplanisan in-house effort that will make use of
appropriate Field Center and Headquarters personnel regardless of administrative affilia-
tlon.
b. STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF PLAN
The form of the plan follows that of Phases B and C. However, only the single project
defined rhrough the Phase C actlvitywlllbetreated. The plan will define in depth the final
design, development, fabrlcation, test, operation and support activity required for the full
implementatlon of the project. Included will be procurement, schedule, resource and
management plans. The plan will include these elements:
(1) Project Objectives. The specific objectives of theprojectshould be outlined. Normally
they will be a refinement of the Phase C statement. The relationship of these objectives
to the basic NASA programs, mlssions andgoalswill be given. If there are significant
interfaces with programs external to the agency these should be noted. The schedule
and resource requirements of the proiect should be included.
(2) Summary Description of Project Plan. To provide a basic understanding of the pro ject
implementation effort and guidance to the implementation activity, specific p lans for
each major area of work should be outlined. Because some aspects of the plan cannot
be finalized untll the project is under contract and changes will take place as the
project progresses, each segment of the planwillbe updated to maintain its currency.
Representative segments of the plan are:
(a) Technlcal Plan
(i) The project should be described in terms of its major technical aspects. This
would include a description of each major hardward system and subsystem,
ground support equipment, and factlitles (existing and new). The plan for use
of in-house and contractor teams would be presented. Ma jor flight experiments
would be described. The planned use of major hardware and facilities and the
sequence of events during the tife of the project would be stated. Crltical
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design and performance parameters should be noted as well as system inter-
faces and speclal mission constraints affecting systems designand operation.
Detailed technical descriptions and speeifications should be incorporated by
reference. The planforsupportingdevelopmentactivltywouldalso be included.
(ii) A descrlptlon of the configurationmanagementsystemforthe project would be
included, noting organlzational responsibilities; levels of control; and proce-
dures for approving, communicating, and documenting changes.
(iii) Reliability and quality assurance procedures, and related documentation re-
quired to ensure adherence to reliabllity and quallty assurance standards
would be identified and described.
(iv) Special systems, procedures and related documentatlon applicable to the
planning, approval and implementation of the logistic support requirements of
the project would be identified and described.
(v) Special systems, procedures and related documentation applicable to the
plannlng, approval and implementation of training, ground and flight test and
operations requirements would be covered.
(b) Management Plan
(i) The total organization (NASA, other government agencles, contractors, etc.)
for conduct and management of the project should be described ln terms of
major responsibilities and authorities and operating and reporting relatlon-
ships. Responslbitittes and authorlties should be described ln relation to
specific end-items of hardware (including experiments), categories of develop-
ment, test and operational support, facilities, logistic support and training.
(ii) Special boards, committees and working groups will be identified and
descrlbed. Membership not be described ln detall. However, key NASA
offlcials serving as permanent members should be listed as well as the
organization affiliations of other participants. Key management systems and
procedures would be outllned, and reference and use would be made of appli-
cable agency-wide systems and procedureswherepracdcable. Uniquesystems
and procedures would be identified and described.
(iii) The structure of major planning documents below the level of the Phase D
Plan would be speclfied. Each document would be described in terms of its
(iv)
scope and content, responsibility for preparation, review and approval, and
relationship to other planning documents.
The structure of regular progress reviews of project actlvity would be
described ln terms of thenameortltleof the review meeting, specific purpose
of the review, attendance and frequency.
(v) Recurring project status reports reflecting status and problems would be
identifiedanffifreporttit1e,scopeandcontent,responsi.
bility for preparatlon, requirdd dlstribution and frequency.
(vii) The project schedullng systems and related documentationwouldbe described
in terms of levels of schedule control, key milestones, reporting requlrements
and procedures, and responsibilitles for reporting and approval.
(viii) The system for fund and manpower manasement would be described in terms
of key documents, procedures, responsibilitles and authorities.
(ix) The facility needs of the project would be identlfied lncluding the plan for
acquisitlon, activatlon, etc.
(x) The data management sysfem to be used w111 be described in terms of scope,
responsibilities and authorities of the various organizations concerned and
related policies and procedures. The project-wide index of documents,
magnetic tapes, films and other data willbeincorporated by reference.
(c) procurement Plan. An outline of the planned mode, segments, and schedule for
the major procurements would be presented. In addition any special policies or
procedures would be identified and described.
c. REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCESS
The sequence of review and approval activlties pertinentto Phase D is outlined in Figure
6-1 "Key Procedures--Phase D." The process is essentially the same as that for Phase
C. A PAD will be prepared for each Phase D project.
6.3 CONDUCT OF PHASE D ACTIVITY
Phase D wilt be conducted in accordance with the Phase D plan within the scope of the PAD
approval. Normal administrative processes will be followed.
6.4 PROCUREMENT ASPECTS
The special procurement aspects of Phase D activity are covered ln Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A: PROCUREMENT coNstDERATtoNs
A. 1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS
a' one of the objectlves of Phased Project Planning (ppp) ls to progressively refine re-quirements durlng the evolution of a project to produce a oetaiteo work statement forPhase D that will permit use of contracts contalning appropriate forms of incentive.Effective contracting is lndispensable to achieving the destred results of ppp.
b' This Appendix deals with the application ofcertainaspects of the procurement process toPPP. Figure A-l summarizes certain procurement aspects of ppp.
A.2 GENERAL POLICY
a. APPLICABILITY oF NASA PROCUREM ENT REGULATIONS
)e
fn
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I
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I
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Procurements made under PPP are subject to NPc 400, "NASA procurement Reguladons,,(NASA PR). Application of NPC 400 to procurements conducted under ppp shouid presentno special problems. Deviations may be authorized as provided for tn accordance withNASA PR I.I09 to deal wlrh special situarions lnt
lat
b. COMPETITTON
(1) competidve concepts apply to allphasesof PPp.In phase A procurement, compedrionis based primarily on scientific and technical qualifications for specialized areas ofR&D' In Phase B the more normal competitlon pro"""" applies, 
"" 
-or" fully describedin paragraph A.4b(l). Phases c and D represent rt" iutt compedtive process exceptthat Phase c selectionsrequireaPhaseDcapability. phase D selections are generallylimited to successful Phase c pardcipants. pirase c RFp,s and synopsis shouldspeclflcally state the Phase D capabilityrequirementandthat the phase D competitionwill normally be limited to phase C particlpants.
(2) care should be taken to ensure that contractors participating in the various phaseswill be fairly treated from the standpointof their competitive positions and will not beplaced in a favored position by way of information provided or by the amount and typeof awards made in earlier phases. PPP awards should not be made ln a manner thatwill preclude participation in later phases becauseoforganizational conflict excluslonfrom such later phases. contractors will be advised *h"tu any ppp or related con-tracdng will result in exclusion from later phases.
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(3) It is desirable tomakecontractorselectionsineach phase at the earllest feasible timein order to release unsuccessful conrracrors and key r"r"nriri"'in;;il""1 manpowerfor other work.
c.P CUREMENT PLANNING
0
(1) Procurement planningisanintegralelementof ppp. This planning requires considera-tion of costs, risk elements, competitive aspect", 
"nd 
budgetary and other constrain6.Program and procurement personnel will coordinatetheiractivitiesthrough all stagesof PPP ln order to assure orderly procurement planning. This team approach willfacilitate the conslderation and handling of procurement problems, and the processingof necessary documents.
A-I \,-3
(2) Subject to the special instructions below on use of a single plan to cover more than
one phase, procurement plans in accordance with NASA PR 3.852-3 will be prepared
for all Phases. Where more than one major system is involved, multiple plans(single plan for each system) will be required. The Phase B procurement plan will
include known planning for Phases C and D. When feasible a description of the con-
templated phasing arrangements, monetary levels and other appropriate data im-
portant to Phase B and follow-on Phases will be included. The relationship of Phase B
contracts to the total planned phasing arrangements should be identified.
(3) The procurement plan for Phase C will containdetailed planning for the Phase C con-
tracts along with known plans for effecting the Phase D contract. This procurement
plan will be revised and updated at the completion of Phase C to describe properly the
Phase D procurement.
d. PROPOSAL EVALUATION
Proposals will be evaluated in consonance with NASA PR 3.804. Phase A proposals will
generally be governed by NASAPR3.804-2. PhaseB proposals will normally be evaluated
in accordance with applicable Source Evaluation Board (SEB) procedure (PR 3.804-3).
For determining the applicability of NPC 402, "Source Evaluation Board Manual," to
Phase B procurements, the combined estimated cost for Phases B, C and D will be
utilized. For continuity and efficiency, the Phase B SEB personnel will, to the extent
feasible, be used for Phase C and Phase D SEB's. Where contractor effort is utitized to
assist NASA in developing information needed to supplement in-house analysis of Phase
contract effort, it will require advance approval by the Administrator or his delegate,
and compliance with requirements of NASA PR., Appendix G, on organizational conflicts.
e. CONTRACTOR ACTIVITY DURING PHASE C EVALUATION PERIOD
Primary reports including costs and technical proposals for Phase D will be required as
a part of Phase C. During the period between the submission of the primary Phase C
reports and the decision regarding Phase D, it normally will be in the Governmentrs
interest to provide the Phase C contractors with continuing work in order that important
technical capability will not be lost. This work activity should be covered by tasks out-
lined, if feasible, in the Phase C Statement of Work and will include, among other things,
provision for revision and updating of the proposals for Phase D if determined necessary
by NASA. Additionally, by task orders provided for in the Phase C contract or other
contractual technique, the Phase C contractors may be given specific directions to solve
technical problems outstanding or identified during the evaluationprocess. Consideration
should be given to provision in Phase C contracts for options to unilaterally extend the
evaluation period by short term (for example, 30-day) increments for some reasonable
and specified maximum time period. Reports covering the continuing work activity will
be known as supplementary reports. This statement is not intended to mandatorily require
provision for standby work. This will be determined on the basis of careful analysis of
the need forthework,typeandsizeof the project, cost versus benefits, and other relevant
factors.
f. TYPES OF CONTRACTS
(l) One of the important objectives of PPP is to provide Phase D with a definitive work
statement conducive to use of incentive type contracts. The exact type of contract
for each prospective phase is a judgment decision based upon all the relevant facts
and current circumstances.
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(2) In determining which contract type is inNASArsbest interest, consideration should be
given to cost uncertainties and reasonable risk assumption and allocation; the com-
petitive posture or position of each of the concerns involved; the trade-offs between
preserving competition throughout the phasing and cost incurrence required; avoiding
creation of a noncompetitive situation; the policy of not encouraging cost sharing and
at the same time recognizingacontractor'sfreedomto determine his optimum invest-
ment to qualify for award; the inherent tendency of the particular contract type to pro-
mote cost sharing; policies which promote Independent Research and Development(IR&D) and Bidding and Proposal (B&P) cosr growrh.
(3) More detailed consideratlons on selection of contract type are set forth in discussion
of procurement aspects of each phase.
g. CONTRACT APPROVAL
Contracts will be approved in accordance with NASA pR 50.10S.
h. APPLICATION TO SUBCONTRACTS
Prime contractors seeking or hotding PPP definition contracts should take into account
the planning and funding needs of major subcontract effort and other aspects of pPp that
have reasonable application to the subcontract level.
A.3 PHASE A-.PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
a. GENERAL
!,/
The purpose of Phase A is to identify the most promising approaches to accomplish a
specific NASA objective.
b. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Special policies applicable to Phase A contracdng are:
(1) Phase A contracts should be fixed price or cosr plus fixed fee (CpFF). When phase A
costs can be reasonably estimated, a fixed price contraet is appropriate. Otherwise,
a CPFF contract may be more appropriate. In this connection, the parties should
understand at least the general scope of the effort contemplated. If phase A contracts
are awarded to more than one contractor for identical work, the funding levels should
be related to the amounts reasonably needed forthe study by each contractor. Awards
in unequal amounts may result because of the varying approaches, differing competitive
cost positions, or amount of work needed to be performed by each contractor. NASA's
general policy against cost sharing should be applied. Where the expected costs and
experience positions of the companies warrant, equally funded contracts may be
proper.
(2) The Request for Proposals (RFp) should advise contractors that: In accordance with
contractual provisions to be included in a contract based on the proposal, data de-
veloped as wellas dataspecificallyusedinperforming the work under the contract will
be made available to NASA with unlimited rights in the Government to reproduce, use
and disclose the data; except that specific considerations may be given in the contract to
the identification and delivery of proprietary data subject to special use restrictions
agreed to by theparties. InPhaseAstudies, data developed as well as that specifically
useci, as required to be delivered, shall be reported on a timely basis in order that it
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Acan be utilized ln the preparation of in-house analytical reports and, if approprlate,
furnlshed to other firms for follow-on efforts and publlshed for general distribution
subject to the use restrlctions, if any, as to proprletary data.
4 PHASE B-.DEFINITION
a. GENERAL
The purpose of Phase B is to selectone of several project approaches for further defini-
tion and eventual development should conditions favor this action.
b. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
(1) The RFP for Phase B may allowthepotential contractors to propose on the total work
package or any portion thereof. Specifically, contractors may be allowed to propose
On!
(a) One or more, but less than all, approaches; or
(b) Atl approaches to be studied; or
(c) Both (a) and (b).
The NASA decision on alternatlve approachestobepermitted the potential contractors
will depend upon the particular circumstances and deslred results. For example, if
requiring an all-approach study would prejudicially curtail competition or deprive
NASA of the needed capability of contractors who do not have the capability on all
approaches, then alternative (a) is indicated. On the other hand, lf we expect an un-
warranted reluctance to propose on a particular approach, it may be necessary to
employ alternative (b) to get studies on all approaches. If the alternative (a) approach
is used, the contractors selected will not be in a position to perform specific trace-
off analysis of all the various approaches, and this effort, or some of it, may have to
be accomplished by or under the auspices of NASA.
(2) Phase B contracts should be CPFF or fixed price, whichever is better suited. If the
cost, including major subcontract effort, may not be realistically estimated, and this
will frequently be the case, a CPFF contract is approprlate. If, as will be possible in
. 
some circumstances, the cost may be reasonably estimated, a fixed price contract may
- 
be appropriate because of the simplicity in administratlon but this factor should not
be overrlding. If Phase B contracts are awarded to more than one contractor for
identical work, the fundlng levels should be related to the amounts reasonably needed
for the study by each contractor. Awards in differlng amounts may result because of
the varying approaches, costs, or amount of work needed to be performed by each
contractor. Where the expected costs and experience positions of the companies
warrant, equally funded contracts may be proper. NASATs general policy against cost
sharing should be applied.
(3) The Request for Proposal (RFP) will:
(a) Identify the alternative/alternatives to be studied.
(b) Contain a statement that the data developed as well as that specifically used in
performing the work under the contract will be made available to NASA with
unlimited rights in the Government to reproduce, use, and disclose the data;
except that spectfic considerations may be given to the identificatlon and delivery
of proprietary data involved, subject to special use restrictions agreed to by the
parties; that the data required shall be reported on a timely basls in order that it
can be utilized in the preparation of in-house reports and, as needed, made avail-
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able to other flrms for follow-on efforts, and published for general distribution
subject to the use restrictions, if any, as to proprietary data.
(c) Explain the relationship of the Phase B effort to possible Phases C and D so thar
the inter-relationship is clearly understood by the potential contractors.
4.5 PHASE C-.DESIGN
a. GENERAL
The purpose of Phase C is to define in detail the project approach selected following orin connection with the Phase B study effort. Phase C generally w111 not be undertaken
unless there is reasonable certainty that theAgencywill be in a position to move directlyinto Phase D. The Phase C activity represenrs the iniriation of the competition forproject implementation (Phase D) and is extremely important to rhe Agency and the con-
tractor community.
b. SPECIAL FACTORS
(1) Generally, two and , where warranted, more than two prime contractors will be
selected for Phase C contract award. However, speclal situations may dictate selection
of a single contractor. Specific justification should be submitted. Factors which might
lead to a single Phase C contractor are described as follows:
- More than one major system is lnvolved and practical limitations restrict abitity to
handle multiple interfaces.
- Funding limitations may preclude more than one contract.
- 
Definition ln Phase B may realistically have been adequate to develop sound cost
estimates and incentive parameters to preclude a loss of bargaining leverage for
Phase D. Also, some additional Phase B effort may permit sufficient definition and
identification of cost and incentive parameters to consider a reduction in or elimina-
tion of Phase c and/or selection of a single contractor for phase c.
- 
Phases A and B work and posslble supplemental Phase B work may indicare thar
multiple contracts for Phase C would be duplicative and that more sustained effort
by a slngle Phase C contractor would produce better deflnition.
Thus, flexibility ln approach for selection of multiple Phase C contracrors and the
work scope ln Phase C versus extended Phase B needs to be given careful considera-
tion.
(2) SEB procedures will be utilized for contractor selection.
(3) Only one work statement will be prepared in connection with the Request for proposal(RFP). The RFP will containallof thefactors reasonably pertinent to the procurement
under consideration. Technical and cost proposals and proposed make or buy plansfor Phase D will be an integral part of the contractual requirements for phase C.
The RFP will also include the following:
- A statement that only those firms capable of performing through phase D will be
eligible for a Phase C contract award.
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- A statement that data developed as well as that specifically used in performing the
work under the eontract will be made available'to NASA with unlimited rights in the
Government to use, reproduce, and disclosethedata; except that specific considera-
tions may be given to the identification and dellvery of proprietary data involved
subject to special use restrictions agreed to by the parties.
- A statement descrlbing contractor acdvity during the period between the Phase C
primary report andthePhaseDdecision.Includedin this acdvity will be the revision
or updating of their Phase D proposals if this is necessitated by Government re-
vlsion of the Phase D work statement.
- 
The contractual arrangement for the actlvity descrlbed immediatelyabove.
- 
A statement to the effect that the basis for award of a Phase D contract will lnclude
consideration of the primaryreportsandtheproposalsfor Phase D as they may have
been revised.
- 
A statement that the Phase D contract normally will be awarded to one of the Phase
C contractors, but that the Agency reserves the right to bring new contractors into
the project at any dme in the Governmentrs best interest.
- 
A "back-up" package of pertinent technical information will accompany the work
statement.
(4) Contractors will be advised that: (a) If Phase D is iniriated, rhe Phase D work srate-
ment will be developed by the Government based largely upon Phase C effort, and(b) In Phase C effort, data developed as well as specificalty used may be included in
the revised Phase C work statement and, as needed, made avallable to the Phase C
incumbent contractors for consideradon in preparation of their final Phase D pro-
posals, subject to special use restrictions for proprietary data, if any.
(5) The motivation for Phase D award will normally be the overridlng incentive for
achieving the performance and cost objectives under a Phase C award. Incentive
dollars for keeping costs down may be largely offset by desire to achieve performance
objectives combined with a willtngness to cost share through use of IR&D and B&P, etc.
If this is the case, then a CPFF contract would be appropriate. However, where a
single Phase C contractorlstobeselectedor the PPP process ln Phase B has brought
contractors into the same relative competitive posture, and an incentive contract
apperars feasible as a truly motivating device, use of a Cost Plus Award Fee (CPAF)
contract may be considered. If an incentive type contract is selected and it has per-
formance degradadon potential, then structuring should be addressed to minimizlng
thls possibillty. If, as will be possible in some circumstances, the cost may be
reasonably estimated, a fixed price contract may be appropriate because of the
simplicity ln administration, but this factor should not be overriding.
(6) Since Phase C is critical in the selection process leading to Phase D, action taken by
the Government to provide adequate guidance during this Phase and in preparation for
Phase D must be carefully weighed to avoid favoring the competitive position of any
contractor. Technical transfusion in Phase C is thus accomplished primarily through
the Phase C work statement, and for Phase D, through the updated Phase C work
statement.
(7) Particular emphasis should be placed in Phase C on the development of contractual
agreements for the structuring of an appropriate formof contract for Phase D.
(8) Preferably the same SEB personnel willbeusedfor Phase C and Phase D evaluadons.
This is especially desirable since continuitybetweenPhaseC and Phase D evaluations
is particularly critical. The in-house projectgrouppersonnelmay be used as consult-
ants to the Board.Itisanticipatedthatselected members of the project group will also
be voting members of the Board.
(9) Synopsis for competition and subcontract opportunity w111 be accomplished in accord-
ance with NASA PR 1.1003-1 and 1.1003-6. Addltionally, the synopsis wlll state that
only proposals representlng contractors with a capability of carrying the project to
completion (through Phase D) will be considered for a prime Phase C award.
(10) A preproposal conference should be held to explain in detail all aspects of the Phase
C sollcitation and the phasing technlque to be employed. It should be made clear to
interested contractors, for example, that:
- 
the Government may decide not to proceed to Phase D, and
- if required to serve the Governmentrsbestinterest,new contractors may be brought
into the competiton for Phase D.
A. 6 PHASE D--DEVELOPMENT/OPERATTONS
a. GENERAL
The purpose of Phase D is to lmplement the Agency decision to proceed wlth the project,
deflned by the Phase C effort, through final design, development, fabrication, test and
operation within the technical, resource, and management plans developed for the project
which served as the basis for management approval of the project.
b. SPECIAL FACTORS
(1) Generally one of the prime contractors engaged in the Phase C activity will be
selected for implementation of Phase D.
(2) A synopsis should be prepared to advise of subcontracting opportunlties (NASA PR
1.1003-6).
(3) In the unusual event that it ls found necessary to lnclude new contractors in the
competition for Phase D, synopsizing in accordance with applicable procurement
regulations would be required.
(4) Preferably the same SEB personnel willbeusedfor Phase C and Phase D evaluations.
This is especially desirable since continuitybetweenPhaseC and Phase D evaluations
is particularly critical. The in-house project group personnel may be used as con-
sultants to the Board. It is anticipatedthatselected members of the project group will
also be voting members of the Board.
(5) Having applied PPP, the Phase D effort should theoredcally permit a relatively high
degree of risk to be assumed by the contractor on performance, delivery and cost.
Accordingly, an appropriate form of contract reflectingthis assumption of risk should
be employed. Various types of incentive contracts should be examined to determine
which type and which structuring techniquebestachieves the Governmentts objectives.
In many of the R&D projectsof thetype NASA has undertaken, some form of Cost Plus
"Incentive Fee (CPIF) contract has proven most suitable for the Phase D work. As
our experlence with PPP grows, the objective should be to strive realistically for
higher risk but realistic contract types. Projects of less complexity and size may
permit realistic use of Fixed Price Incentive (FPI) or even fixed price contracts.
However, care should be exercised to avoid performance degradation by unwarranted
use of high risk contract types.
(6) The work statement to be included in the finally negotiated. contract will be developed
from the results of the contractor and in-house effort during Phase C, including, to
the extent available, informationdevelopedduringthehotdingperiod between the major
Phase C effort and the Agency's decision to proceed to Phase D.
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SUMMARY OF PROCUREMENT .{SPECTS
OF
PHASED PROJECT PLA}TNING 1
PHASE A
Preliminary Andysis
l. Number of Contracts Individual study contracts
(separate Work Statements).
2. Competition
PHASE B
Definition
lndividual srudy contracts (nor-
mally separate Work Statements).
Open competition (unless loncorl-
peridve justified).
Fundine [-evels:
a. Amounts depending rpon
contractorns neds; or
b. Equally funded contracts
where expected costs and
eriperlence warrant.
Source Evaluation Board
(sEB).
PHASE C
Design
Two or more Contracts 2
(single Work Statement).
Open competition except re-
stricted to contractors with
capability to perform Phase
D.
Cost Plus Fixed Fee: For
large contracts where costs'
including subcontract effort,
cannot be estimated realis-
tically.
Incentirae: Phase D contract
is motivating factor. Where
single contractor, or other
special cases, award fee
contract may be feasible.
Funding Levels:
a. Amounts depending tpon
contractors'needs; or
b. Equally funded contracts
where ercpected costs and
experience warrant
RFP issued.
Udlization of Phase B
SEB desirable.
One contract (single Work
Statement).
Restricted to Phase C con-
tractors (except for unusual
cases).
Incentive tlpe which best re-
flects achieved definition,
highest r:easonable risk as-
sumption, and Government's
objectives. Large NASA R&D
projects have shown CPIF most
suitable. More orperience and
better definidon may permir
FPI or FP. Smaller or less
complex projects may permir
FPI or FP.
Single procurement plan.3
(Where applicable, Phase C
plan can be updated.)
Synopsize (subcontract oppor-
tunity only) unless new con-
tractors lntroduced.
Issue revised Work Statement
and request r,evised contractor
proposal.
Utilize Phase C SEB to maxi-
mum possible exrent.
Competitive, in the broad sense,
based on scientific and technical
competenc€ in the particular
study area (or noncompetitive,
where appropriate, including un-
solicited proposals).
b. Equally funded contracts
where expected costs and
experience warrant.
PHASE D
Development/Operati on s
3. Type of Contract Fixed Price: Where costs can be Cost Plus Fixed Fee: Where
realistica[y estimated. costs, including subcontract
effort, cannot be estimated re-
alistically.Cost Plus Fixed Fee: Where
costs cannot beGEffiated
realistically. Fixed Price: Where costs can be
reaii sticalit esdmated.
Funding Levels:
a. Amounts depending upon
contractgr's needs.
co
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4. Procurement Plan Individual procurement plans Single procurement plans Single procurement plang
5. Synopsis Subcontract opportunity.
Prime contrati 1*rt"r, ,ron-
competitive).
Synopsize. Synopsize.
6. Request for
Proposal (RFP)
7. Contractor Selec-
tion
RFP issued where appropriate RFP issued.
(may be noncompedrive, includ-
ing unsolicited prcposals).
Contracting officer selection
(unless SEB required or de-
termined desirable).
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'l-his phasing is not a rigid process. If necessary information has been otherwise developed, phasing may begin at any phase and intermediate phases may be
eliminated or combined.
2 F""tors of funding, abiuty to develop sound cost estimates and incentive parameters, significance of dme element, and limitations on abiliry to handle multipleinterfaces may dictate selection of single contractors.
3 Wh".e more than one major system is involved, multiple plans (Single plan for each system) may be requir€d.
Figure A-l
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